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Reach for higher learning

Structural Reflexology®
with Geraldine Villeneuve

ARCB and NCBTMB CEU’s

This class will boost your Reflexology profession!
A perfect combination of successful techniques gives you
advantages to release painful foot problems while inducing deep
relaxation. Your clients will be very grateful you took this course!
Level I April 27th & 28th, Portsmouth, NH

following the RAA Conference

Level I June 6th & 7th, Seattle, Washington
Sponsored by Washington State Reflexology Association

Level I & II June 11-14, Tucson Arizona
Sponsored by Arizona Reflexology Association

Contact Geraldine at StructuralReflexology@gmail.com to register.

RAIA presents
Christine Lynne Stormer-Fryer, SRN, SCM, HV, DipR.

Getting Better All The Time
Date: July 1st, 2020
Over the past 30 years, Chris has been giving some truly amazing and visionary
presentations aimed to bridge the gaps between medicine, complementary healing
and general public beliefs. The concept of each presentation is simply brilliant and
tremendously thought-provoking. By taking everyday situations that anybody can relate to, Chris invites
us to take the images formed in our “mind’s eye” and apply insight into our mysterious and often
neglected interior is phenomenal. Through Chris’s extra-ordinary, upbeat presentations, the body comes
alive, giving you the unique opportunity to develop a truly healthy, fulfilling and better life-long relationship with it. You cannot but help to ‘get better all the time.’

Cost: $125 before June 1st, 2020
$150 after June 2nd
rd
Location: Heritage Event Center, 229 3 Ave, W Cresco, IA
Please contact Karen Hageman at 563-547-2503, or
kkhageman07@hotmail.com for more information or to register.

Let’s all take a deep breath!!

Photo taken by Patricia Truka of her granddaughter at Kitty Hawk, NC.

Debbie Hitt, NBCR (OH)
A dream is the bearer of a new possibility, the enlarged horizon,
and great hope. By Howard Thurman
We are in unprecedented times and each of us are having to make incredibly difficult
decisions that impact ourselves, our family, friends, and anyone we come into contact with. It was
with great sadness, the RAA Board members after much contemplation made the difficult decision to cancel the RAA 2020 conference as the safety of attendees, speakers, vendors, and the
public was our highest priority. Thank you so much for the kind words of support from registrants,
vendors, and speakers! The sentiments were greatly appreciated by the board members.
While the COVID-19 crisis is absolutely a high priority for all of us, know that the RAA
Board is continuing to focus on the future of RAA and conducting business as appropriate. The
committees are continuing which is a great way to connect with fellow reflexologists. RAA is
working on a website update that has been planned for quite some time. The RAA Board has
been working for several months on proposed bylaw amendments. And the RAA Board is now
evaluating options for a conference in 2021. We’ve just received some possible dates from the
hotel for April 2021 so watch for an email blast and Facebook page updates on the upcoming
conference. What a busy few months!!
Unfortunately, reflexologists have also put their practice on hold for safety reasons for all
involved. While these are difficult times, we have a choice of how we choose to face these difficult times. I’m reminded of a quote by Pema Chodron, “We can make ourselves miserable or we
can make ourselves strong. The amount of effort is the same.” This is an opportunity to reset and
reimagine and create a new vision for ourselves, our business, potentially how we support our
clients, while making sure we include self-care for ourselves. When is the last time you updated
your business plan, contact list, or created a vision board for what you want in the future?
I am impressed with the creativity and resiliency of so many in this field! Below are some
ideas that individuals have shared:

Meeting with clients via Zoom or Skype for a fee to show them self-help techniques where
they can help themselves until this storm is over.
Reaching out to clients (phone, email, note) as one of the greatest gifts we provide our clients is being there to listen and support them.
Setting aside time for self-care especially by doing self-reflexology. While it’s not quite the
same experience as having an experienced reflexologist work on us, it is still beneficial.
Finding ways to give back whether it’s delivering food to a pantry or to someone in need.
Remember those in the service industry and consider what you can do to support them.

(Continued from page 6)

Participating in online classes to enhance their knowledge. This is a great opportunity as
many organizations are offering free online classes.
Finding ways to connect with fellow reflexologists individually or as a group in a safe environment (Skype, Zoom, conference call): It’s always a pleasure to speak with a colleague
and share ideas and learn.
Considering ways that you can become more involved in the state and national associations. Such a lovely way to give back and work with fellow colleagues.
Being creative and authentic in finding what works best for you and your clients.

This is an especially critical time for the profession and if there was ever a time for us to be
focused on collaborating and building the profession, it is now! As a wise woman continues to tell
me, “Many hands make light work.” With many practices on hold, the numerous legislative actions over the last few years, and the uncertainty of COVID-19, this is a time to ask ourselves
how are we contributing to the future of reflexology? Are there committees, events, or other
means of participating to build a better and brighter future? How can we help educate the public
on reflexology?
As I said earlier, I’ve seen amazing resiliency with our profession and I’m so proud of the
support being shown to each other. A colleague shared with me a comment her husband made
to her when she was having a panic moment about COVID-19 which provided a different perspective. He said, “Our parents were called to war, we are being called to stay in and sit on the
couch. We can absolutely do this! And we will survive!”
Wishing each of you good physical and mental health, safety, abundance, and the flexibility
to be like water. Water is pliable, flexible, bendable, and yet has the power to penetrate mountains and earth.
Best wishes,
Debbie

“WE CAN MAKE OURSELVES MISERABLE OR
WE CAN MAKE OURSELVES STRONG.

THE

AMOUNT OF EFFORT IS THE SAME.”

PEMA CHODRON
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There is calm, sweet peaceNo need to say a word;
As I gaze upon my lovely
Spring hummingbird.
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Karen Kirts, NBCR (OH)
Dear Readers,
Welcome to Spring! The daffodils and tulips
are starting to emerge from their Winter sleep. The
lilacs will soon be sending their fragrances in every
direction. Please enjoy this beautiful Spring. We’ve
earned it since we made it through another winter.
This RAA issue is loaded with helpful tools
and new material to assist you in improving and
increasing your reflexology business. Please make
use of these tools and also, check out our advertisers and use their trainings or services. They help
support your magazine.
Love, Peace, Joy, Stay well,
Karen
Below is an Addendum from Laurie Crouse
on her article, pg. 34 of RAA Winter 2020 magazine.

I received my publication and thanks so
much for publishing my story! After I read it, I realized I left out an important “shout out” to PRO, Pennsylvania’s Reflexology Organization and Gabriele
Cipollone. Her efforts to keep our loose knit organization updated on classes and opportunities, our
semi-annual meetings, who’s coming, etc..

Definition of Reflexology
Reflexology, an integrative health
practice, maps a reflection of the body
predominately on the feet, hands and
outer ears. It uses unique manual
techniques to deliver pressure to neural
pathways assisting the body to function
optimally.

A PATH TO HEALING
Robb Drury (CA)
This is the 25th Anniversary of RAA and a year to look back at RAA’s beginnings
and look forward and plan for the future of RAA. I do feel that what Robb wrote is very
pertinent for all of us to consider. — Connie Hubley and Janet Stetser

I was having frequent headaches as I moved
about my life in Sacramento, California. Not one to
believe much in pills, I sought out an alternative way
to deal with the pain. I came across a reflexologist
named Judith Wright. I went to her for about five sessions and the headaches were basically gone! I was
trying to wrap my mind around how working on my
feet could help my head. The desire grew to know
more about this amazing thing called reflexology. I
read and studied and eventually became certified
with ARCB. During that time, I was invited to participate in the Sacramento Valley Reflexology Association. I admired the people involved. Chris Issel became a friend and mentor.
I was happy to have assisted with the creation and execution of a national (unscientific) survey
to reflexologists. We received 140 responses that
helped many in the field get a sense of what people
were doing in their practices. Having worked at several nonprofits assisting with legislative issues, I became more involved with that side of reflexology. I
was asked to chair the legislative committee for the
1994 Denver conference “Exploring the Dream.”
It was an honor to be in the presence of so
many reflexologists. There was much talk during the
weekend of exploring the dream of starting a national organization. More and more people were finding
the benefits of reflexology and it appeared in the
press often. Issues of law and the encroachment of
massage and other modalities brought a sense of
urgency that we need to define who and what we
are.
After an inspiring conference, it came down
to Sunday afternoon and the discussion of the next
steps. I recall feeling energized and dazed realizing
that I had agreed (volunteered?) to co-chair the
steering committee to start a national organization
with Janet Stetser and Janice Woehler.
We quickly huddled to discuss what the
game play would be. With the help of many, many
colleagues we went about incorporating the nonprofit entity, getting a PO Box, opening a bank account, planning the next conference, developing
bylaws and ethic statements.
From the beginning, the idea of the steering
committee was to create an association of associations. We reasoned that it would work similar to the

way the US government is
set up. There is the central
“federal” power (RAA) and
then the “state” power
(each state reflexology association). That is how the
original bylaws were written up.
I felt so blessed to have worked with Janet
and Janice. We met at least once per week on a
conference call as well as hundreds of emails and
faxes. It was a true team whose goal was to help the
profession. I didn’t feel any self-interest motivations
in the steering group.
We realized that communication is important
so we created the “Updater,” a periodic newsletter
that gave reflexologists some word on how the steering committee was moving forward. Thanks to Ken
Gadbois for editing and formatting the later editions.
As with anything new, change brings fear and
reaction. Several folks within the field began complaining about how the process was going, how the
survey was created, what authority this entity would
have regarding educational standards. We spent a
lot of time responding and believed that we were listening and trying to honor all opinions. This was an
evolutionary step (in my opinion) and was bound to
have detractors. They did not stop us from moving
ahead and producing a solid conference in St. Louis,
MO on April 29-30, 1995.
During the year of work to get to St. Louis,
there was some discussion about whether it would
be an association of associations or an association
of professionals. With many of the states not having
an association, and concerns about logistics and
communication, the idea was put forth to have an
association of professionals. We ended up preparing
two sets of bylaws to take to the conference for the
group to decide.
The logistics of the conference itself consumed a major portion of our time. We wanted to
give people value for their time and money. There
was much buzz in the air and feeling that we were
on the verge of a birth…a birth of our very own national organization. Having worked so hard as a volunteer for a year, the conference itself is somewhat
fuzzy to me now. I certainly remember Greg Irwin’s
“Finger Fitness” presentation.
(Continued on page 11)

Unfortunately, I more recall the split of
“sides” that occurred about which direction to go
regarding the bylaws. I am one who enjoys calm
and peace and talking through things. I began to
witness what I judged to be self-interest entering
the decision making process. I believed that an association of professionals would be a weak organization. I believed a weak organization was a BENEFIT to some in the field. We voted on Saturday and
it was so close that we tabled the second vote until
Sunday. More lobbying and politicking continued
through the night. When the vote came down, it was
to create an association of professionals. I felt I
needed to accept the “democratic” will of the people.

the American Reflexology Certification Board
(ARCB) and continued my private practice until
moving to San Jose in 1996 when I left professional
reflexology behind. I continue to work on family and
friends and keep an eye on how the field is doing.
I have a belief though, that I would not
change ANYTHING in life. Each and every action,
choice, decision, relationship serves a purpose in
learning and growing. I am proud to have been a
part of that small slice of reflexology history.

There are so many people that were involved that I won’t list them here. It needs to be
known, however, that it was absolutely a group effort and would not have happened if we didn’t come
together as a team. There is some sense of relief
In my heart, I felt that I wasn’t sure everyone
now, 10 years later that RAA has moved to the origunderstood the implications. I felt that those that
inal idea of an association of associations. I still
pushed so hard for the eventual outcome were not
love reflexology for its facilitation of healing. I rethinking of what was best for the field. In good conmain awed by those that share their gift of touch
science, I felt at the time I could not support the
with another. Much success to each of you.
“baby” I had worked so hard to birth. I later joined

BOOST YOUR BUSINESS

Tips from Your Public Relations (PR) Committee
Submitted by Linda Frank, RF, NBCR (WA), PR member

In the previous RAA issue, the Public Relations Committee invited RAA members to tell
us about some of the things you’re doing to Boost Your Business. These suggestions are from
Linda Frank.
In late November I stopped into a coffee shop near the massage school where I’m now
teaching a WA-state approved Reflexology Certification Program and noticed some announcements about community events lined up on the counter next to the door. I had just created a rack
card about the new program that was due to start late January, so I asked the barista if I could
leave the rack cards advertising the program and its start date. “Sure, no problem,” he replied.
Noticing a Starbucks across the street, I stopped in there as well to ask the barista if there was a place to
leave my rack cards. Someone graciously pointed to the “Community Bulletin Board” behind me, located right in
front of the “filling station” for sugar, napkins and toppings. With one of the unused large black magnets Starbucks
had situated on the Board, I tacked up a couple of rack cards.
Upon subsequently learning that apparently all Starbucks cafes have free community bulletin boards, I photocopied both sides of the rack card onto a single 8+1/2 x 11 sheet so that all the info would be visible “at a glance,”
cropped the sheet down into a nice, unusual size, and set out to stop at every Starbucks my GPS would list whenever I was out driving, or that I Googled in advance of a route I’d be taking around town.
Not only have I received many inquiries about the Reflexology Program from this free advertising, but I’ve
gotten a couple clients who saw the Program flyer and were just delighted to learn about a reflexologist in their community.
In a few months I’ll change the date on my rack card to announce the new cohort that will start in September, photocopy front and back, and start posting three copies on all the Starbucks and other boards again.
If you plan to give a reflexology class, especially an “info class” at your local library or other location, take
advantage of Starbucks’ and other coffee shops’ community bulletin boards. It is, after all, a community service to let
people know about reflexology classes…and about you.

ADMIN CORNER
Amy Ito, NBCR (CO) and Jasmin Jahal (IL)

Membership Renewal Time!
This postcard image is what you’ll be receiving in the mail as a reminder,
unless you renew your membership. Please look at your magazine mailing address
label to see your membership level and when it expires. We encourage all our
members to renew online, to consider a cost saving 2-year membership and
to receive your Certificate and ID card electronically. All of these save time
and money which ends up giving us more resources for member benefits such as
future events and conferences.
RAA is a nonprofit and we appreciate every member’s willingness to use
our electronic resources for cost savings and efficiency.

NCRE NEWS
Kelly Urso, NBCR (RI)

A sincere thank you to Ralph Richey, co-founder and retiring Treasurer for
NCRE. Ralph served on our board from 2015-2019. He was instrumental in building
the website, creating the beautiful logo, collaborating on bylaws and developing the
foundation of our 120-hour foot reflexology curriculum. We will miss his thoughtful insight and wish him the very best as he pursues other endeavors.
New to the board we welcome Claire Guy, BS, LMT, NBCR, an educator and founder of the only
state certified reflexology certification in Maine. Her background in computer consulting, teaching in the
public school system as well as instructor of massage will be a great asset to NCRE. She has been actively involved in her state association as well as RAA since 2008 when she became a certified reflexologist. Thank you Claire for joining our team!

At the request of our education community NCRE has developed a standard baseline curriculum
for foot reflexology. Please check our website and apply right online for membership! Enjoy the future
webinars and support through a closed Facebook group. Be the voice for educators and strengthen
education in the U.S.!

How Do You Compare?
Results of the 2014 ICR Survey
Editor: Reprinted for new members and as a reminder during this 25-year anniversary of RAA.
Written by Christine Issel
Thank you to all of you who took part in the recent Membership Survey. Based on the responses
provided the “typical” reflexologist is 57 years old from the USA who has a 4-year college degree. The
person is self-employed in a home-based business or in a private office/clinic. Most reported practicing
for 6-10 or 16-20 years followed closely by 26+ years, and sees between less than 10 to 20 clients per
week. One can infer from these figures that reflexology is a part-time mid-life career change.
ICR Director from South Africa, Jessica Hart agrees, “As our training must be of a required standard for therapists to be registered to practice with the Allied Health Professions Council, there are currently 568 registered reflexologists listed on the Council website, of which I would estimate less than 40% run
full time practices.”
The range in age indicate the youngest was 33 and the oldest 81 with the most often age given
between 50-59 (13 people), the next highest was 60-69 with 9, and 70-79 with 8. The average age was
57.37 years. This number is in agreement with an American Reflexology Certification Board (ARCB) survey in the United States in 2014. With over 398 responding to a job analysis (the first step in creating an
independent, psychometrically valid national exam) in 2007 and 373 in 2014 the results were quite similar. The average age in 2007 was 52; the average age in 2014 was 56. Jessica continues, “I would say
this is an accurate assessment as it certainly reflects the profile of South African reflexologists. It seems
the average age of reflexologists in South Africa ranges between 50 and 60 years with about 15% over
the age of 65. Over the past 10 years we have possibly had 5 graduates under the age of 35 register with
the Council.” As a group reflexologists are getting older, not younger!
Seventy percent of those practitioners responding have a web site, but a third (32%) are not involved in any kind of social media. If they are, Facebook and Linkedin were most often cited. Over ninety
percent are members of at least one other reflexology organization either at the state and/or national level. They look to ICR to provide (in order of preference) conferences; networking; advertising of CPD or
CE courses to take; as a forum for questions and answers; and advertising their courses or products.

We heard from members in 15 nations. The ICR Membership Development Committee and Board
appreciates your feedback to help determine the global needs for the evolution of the profession.

The Positive Side of ‘Congestion’
Barbara Brower, NBCR (MI)
As reflexologists we’ve been trained to find congestion. Bunions, hammer
toes, corns, calluses, puffiness, hardened lumps, or grains of sand within the deeper
layers of the tissue. They all tell a story.
When congestion is visual as in a bunion or hammer toe we know there has
been congestion in that reflex for a long time. The calluses (depending on the amount
of buildup) could be more recent.
When a first time client comes in for reflexology they are usually wondering
what you will ‘find’ that might be a concern. There is an element of fear for what may
be wrong with them. They will ask what you are finding and expect you to say that
you’ve found something wrong or bad or that they need to change something. Who
needs to hear this? Clients will be pleasantly surprised when you find positive ways to
speak to them about their congestion.
Let’s use the example of the bunion. Many times clients will be embarrassed to show their feet
when they have bunions. Since this reflex area relates to between the shoulder blades we can either stay
with the physical and respond to them, for example, with, “Your bunion tells me that you have had congestion between your shoulder blades for a very long time.” This response is lessening their fear response and
simply making a matter of fact statement. However, if you were to look at the emotional side of bunions, it
is more about being a very responsible person; a very hard worker. One who puts others ahead of themselves.
So if a person with large bunions is sitting in your chair you might say something like this, “I’m very
honored that you are here. Your bunions tell me that you are probably a list maker, your name is near the
bottom or maybe not quite visible on the list at all. So now you are choosing to care for yourself like you
care for others. If she/he received a gift certificate from a friend or other colleague it might go more like,
“I’m so glad you were given this gift certificate. Your colleagues or friends must think a lot of you and want
to give back to you.”
Sometimes acknowledging they are a very responsible, hard worker will illicit tears and they will be
surprised at their reaction to being validated for all the effort they put in. If I were looking to hire an employee, I would choose the person with the biggest bunions! This doesn’t mean a person without bunions
wouldn’t be a hard worker, it’s just that they are understanding the giving and receiving as balance in their
lives.
Now is probably a good time for me to tell you a little about me. I’ve been a Certified Reflexologist
since 1980 and am Nationally Board Certified with the American Reflexology Certification Board (ARCB)
since 2009. I am single, self-employed, supporting myself, with a home and a grown daughter who has
blessed me with two grandsons. Since 1980, I have singularly done one thing and that’s reflexology.
I took many extended trainings in the 1980’s and 1990’s in the holistic field to help me put together
why foot challenges appear on the feet for some people and not others. A good example of this would be
that many people wear the same shoes and only some get calluses or other signs of congestion. My years
of searching and synthesizing led to a successful practice with weekend classes teaching others reflexology as reflexology schools were few and far between.
In 2002, a Pilot Study with three modalities was tested at Michigan State University to see if there
was interest in reflexology being used for women with breast cancer. There was! Then came the National
Institutes of Health study at Michigan State University where I had the opportunity to create the protocol
and frequency for women with breast cancer going through chemotherapy. Being the Lead Trainer in the
ground breaking ($3.1 million) 5-year robust study, much publicity was bestowed upon me. It was suggested to start a licensed school in the State of Michigan. So that’s what I did.
From the positive results of the grant, in 2011, The International Council of Reflexologists (ICR)
awarded me a crystal world globe for my Contribution in Reflexology Research. In 2012, the Reflexology
Association of America (RAA) awarded me the high honor of the President’s Award. This was so unexpected that I was at a loss for words, said nothing but “Thank you” and returned to my seat. Seriously? I’m
(Continued on page 15)

not usually at a loss for words. It was such an honor. I still hold embarrassment for the fact that I said
nothing. Attending the conference were such prestigious authors and notorieties in our field and I said
nothing. So now I’m saying a big ‘Thank You’ from my heart. Such an honor to be representing reflexology for the powerful science and art that it is and to see it being taken more seriously in conventional medical treatment is thrilling to me!
At Branch Reflexology Institute we focus on technique, ergonomics and how you speak in a nurturing and supportive way about congestion which ultimately alleviates fear. Our Clinical Reflexology Certificate Training is called, ‘The Body Talks.’ As a special gift to my fellow colleagues I’m offering a 2
for 1 on my Foot and Hand Reflexology Wall Charts. Just mention RAA!
There is so much more to share with you after 40 years in the field. Know this…if Reflexology is
your passion, doors will open and it just keeps getting better.
For additional information, contact Barb Brower, at Branch Reflexology Institute, LLC footnotesbb@comcast.net, 517-281-2989

Membership Corner
Wendy Decker, NBCR

Schedulicity is now taking credit cards
The Membership Committee is very
pleased to inform you that the online scheduler
is now taking credit cards and is a member benefit! I personally use Schedulicity and love this
new feature. Not only is it cheaper than Square,
which is what I was using before, but I can very
easily take clients’ credit cards with the dipper/
swiper they sent me, right from their appointment slot. They can verbally add a tip if that is
their wish. Schedulicity continues to improve
their product and offer more services. No additional fees are needed, unlike some credit card
machine companies, just the fee of the online
scheduler which I am already paying. The usual
card fees are lower than what I was paying with
Square and a past credit card company I used.
I love how Schedulicity listens to the
feedback from their customers. They really
rock! They are so fun to chat with if you need
some help, too!
Still not sure that Schedulicity is for you
and your business? It is free the first month, so
you can’t lose by trying it. Then after that, it is
$5 off monthly rate that starts at $20.
Worried you won’t have control? You

have control over the hours you work, the choices you make for add-ons, the number of hours
or days required prior to clients booking a slot,
and more. I chose 3 hours, so I will have time to
prepare if I am already with a client. A client has
to be able to see the empty slot 3 hours prior to
the actual time slot. You will see an email when
clients book online. You have control over new
clients, so you can say new clients need to call
the first time, or you can just call new clients to
chat with them before their appointment, which
is what I do.
Schedulicity also has options to help you
build your business faster. “Fill My Book” is a
feature that automatically generates up to (you
decide) 3 appointment options at a discount.
So, maybe you do facial reflexology and that is
offered at 5% - 15% off that week, and the foot
reflexology is offered at a discount the following
week. This feature is free, part of the monthly
fee. Then you can add other features for a bit
more. Email marketing, Deal Manager, and Promotions are all features that are a small fee
above the monthly fee. I don’t use them anymore since my practice is full.

Best Life, Best Business Practice,
Best for our Associations
Cynthia Hill, NBCR (NC)
Many of you may have read Brene’ Brown’s “Rising Strong,” or “Dare to Lead.” If
you haven’t, might I highly recommend? Her premise begins with putting words around
Shame (shame hates being addressed and therefore words are our ammo), the sister of
which is Vulnerability which is really Courage. Allow me to explain. While reading many of
her fine works she exposed me to a speech by Teddy Roosevelt that defined his career.
“It is not the critic who counts; nor the man who points out how the strong man
stumbles, or where the doer of deeds could have done them better. The credit belongs to
the man who is actually in the arena, whose face is marred by dust and sweat and blood; who strives valiantly; who
errs, who comes short again and again, because there is not effort without error and shortcoming; but who does actually strive to do the deeds; who knows great enthusiasms, the great devotions; who spends himself in a worthy
cause; who at the best knows in the end the triumph of high achievement, and who at the worst, if he fails, at least
fails while daring greatly, so that his place shall never be with those cold and timid souls who neither know
victory nor defeat.”
Within this great a speech we find imagery, call to action, and valiant devotion to cause. And while all of
that is noble, it still leaves us a little weak in the knees wondering if we can actually deliver such victory.
And now the other side of the coin: “Happiness Advantage” by Shawn Achor gives some brilliant science on
something referred to as positive psychology.
When collecting data on how quickly a child can learn to read in a classroom, the question is quickly
changed to “How quickly can the ‘average’ child learn to read?” and the class is geared to that child. When we gear
toward the normal (a setting on the dryer and who wants to live life like a setting on the dryer), what we are actually
doing is gearing toward the “average.”
Let’s avoid the “cult of the average” in favor of those of you who excel in particular skills and interests and
gauge our goals to the exceptional, thereby raising the “average” toward the extraordinary.
If you’ve ever known anyone attending medical school, you may have run into “The Medical School Syndrome:” the belief that whatever you are studying you must surely have. Studying mental illness? Suddenly everyone is crazy. Studying fibromyalgia? Now everything hurts. How this plays out with male students studying menopause can be quite as comical as female students studying erectile dysfunction. We do the same thing when we try
to diagnose ourselves when we check out WebMD. Suddenly you're convinced you have polio or leprosy.
My point is this: the lens through which we see the world reflects our reality. When we change the lens, we
can change the outcome of every business, association, educational outcome at the same time. Many embark on an
educational or business adventure with such excitement and gratitude for the opportunity, they imagine everyone
else must feel the same. Less than a month later stumbling blocks like hassles, competition and complaints challenges change the focus on their “dream.” Suddenly all that can be seen are the stumbling blocks.
So, how do we make “happy” happen when the world around looks so bleak? The assumption is that an
individual’s external world is what has made that person “happy” and successful. The reality is that external world is
only a 10% predictor of your success, 90% has to do with the way your brain processes the world. If we change the
way we process our reality, our reality will instantly begin to change. About 75% of our success depends on our optimism and social support, and our ability to see stress as a challenge instead of a threat.
Listing all the negative things that might occur and eliminating them is very similar to assuming the absence
of disease would be health. Every one of us know that’s not the truth.
Most of us are taught that if we work hard we will be more successful, and if we’re more successful, then
we’ll be happy. That undergirds most managing styles, parenting styles, business models, and the way we motivate
behavior. Scientifically, this is broken and backward for two reasons:
Every time your brain has a success, your brain changes the goal: good grades, gotta get better grades;
good job, gotta get a better job; met your sales target, sales target increases. Therefore if happiness is
on the other side of success, your brain never gets there. As a society we’ve pushed happiness over the
cognitive horizon.

(Continued from page 16)
Our brains work the exact opposite. Raising your positivity in the present results in what is now being
called a “happiness advantage” which means your brain at positive performs significantly better than it
does at negative, neutral, or stressed. Intelligence, creativity, and energy all are significantly more elevated when the brain is positive.
31% more productive,
37% better at sales, and
19% increase in doctor’s ability to correctly diagnose when the brain is at positive rather than negative,
neutral, or stressed.
The Happiness advantage results in:
Productivity
Creativity
Resilience
Less burnout
Greater sales
Becoming positive in the present allows our brains to become even more successful: able to work harder,
faster, and more intelligently. In becoming positive in the present, we can begin to understand what our brains are
actually capable of, because dopamine as it floods the brains when we are positive has two functions: not only does
it make you happier, it turns on ALL the learning centers in your brain allowing you to adapt to the world in a different way.
Training the brain to become more positive can take as little as two minutes per day. Done over a period of
21 days actually rewires your brain:
Three gratitude’s - scans the world for the positive
Journaling - allows you to relive the positive experience
Exercise - teaches your brain that your behavior matters
Meditation - get over the cultural ADHD we’ve created in ‘multitask’
Random acts of Kindness - open up your inbox and write one positive email to someone in your
support network
All this creates ripples of positivity that affect our immediate surroundings. What makes our associations
happier?
Encouragement
Recognition
Warm leaders – full of cheerful enthusiasm
Results in:
Participation
Productive workers
Innovative members
Career satisfaction.

“What is possible is greater
than what is past.”
Ben Affleck

WELCOME!! New RAA Members!!
Professional
Maggie Davis, CA (Upgraded
from Associate – Practitioner)

Associate Student
Dustin Block, OH
Melissa Caswell, ME

Nicole Gilligan, AK

Jeannie Clapham, IA

Susan Makuch, MA (Upgraded
from Associate – Practitioner)

Cindy Cole, WV

Andrea Montgomery, NH

Scott Patterson, OH

Dana M. Moriarty, RI

Staci Powell, OH

Wendi Murrell, MA

Sandra Roseberry, OH

Kathy Reynolds, CA
Michael St-Amour, NH

Associate Practitioner
Teresa K. Hamlin, OH
Stephanie Howland, NH
Christopher Lindsey, CA
Jackie Maxwell, OR
Andrea Murray, ME
Lori Slone, OH

Ray of Hope Academy’s most recent reflexology graduate
as of March 30, 2020, is Jennifer Peterson (Left) of Nesho,
WI with 615.25 hours. Instructor: Lila Mueller is on right.)

Tracy Lewis, OH

Desiree Waycaster, OH
Nicholas Wong, WA

Associate – Supporter
Nancee Daigle, ME
Donna Gardner, CO
Nancy Heidrich, MO
Shannon Krause, NH
Tiffany Montgomery, NH
Rebecca Schwaller, MO

Love Those Capillaries!
Karen Ball, NBCR, LMT (FL)
It is commonly acknowledged that reflexology increases circulation of the blood.
To grasp how that happens, we have to look at the role of the capillaries in circulation,
since it is the capillaries that reflexologists are primarily accessing when they work.
But, we’ll start at the heart.
Leaving the heart, blood exits through the largest of the blood vessels – the aorta.
The aorta branches off into smaller arteries, that branch off into still smaller arterioles, and eventually into
the smallest of the blood vessels: the capillaries.
Interesting fact: A capillary is only wide enough for cells to pass through one at a time, single file. They
measure about 5 micrometers. (As a comparison, a strand of human hair measures about 17 micrometers.)
Through a magical process called osmosis, the oxygen and nutrients pass out of the capillaries to flush and
nourish the nearby cells. (This is happening all over the body, by the way, not just in the feet and hands.)
Interesting fact: Every cell in the body is within three cells of a capillary. That gives you a picture of just how
many capillaries there are in the body.
The blood, now deoxygenated and carbon dioxide-rich, must begin its return journey back to the heart and
lungs to once again be replenished.
And that’s where the capillaries come into play again. They connect the arterioles to veins; the vessels that
carry the blood back to the heart.
Interesting fact: Capillaries far outnumber arteries and veins in the body. There are an estimated 10 billion
capillaries in the body, extending for nearly 30,000 miles.
Capillaries transport the blood to venules, which branch into larger veins and ultimately into the largest vessel of the venous return system, the vena cava, which delivers the blood back to the heart.
Interesting fact: This return-trip happens three times every minute!
Here’s how reflexology plays into this important sequence of events:
When reflexologists apply alternating pressure to the feet or hands, we manually help to push nutrients from
the capillaries to the nearby cells, and help to manually pump the veins - by compressing and relaxing the vessels so that they may move the blood back up to the heart.
The capillaries are where it all happens; where the exchange of gases and nutrients take place – and reflexologists are assisting in that through the various techniques that apply alternating pressure.
So although those capillaries may be small, their job is uber-important. I sometimes like to visualize them at
work when I’m thumb-walking.
Oh, and one last Interesting Fact: For every pound of fat gained, your body must create seven new miles of
new blood vessels! This puts tremendous pressure on the heart, increasing the likelihood of heart attack or stroke.

Are You Asking Prospective Clients to Take Action?
Kassy Killey (IL)
Imagine you see a social media post, an ad, or even an email that states:
Reflexology Works!
Seems like a powerful message, right? Probably followed by some information
showing how it’s helped others. Sounds good right? And you file that info away in
your head to consider making an appointment.
Now consider a different statement:
Reflexology Works! Try it yourself, book a session now.

Does reading that headline feel different? Do you feel compelled to actually book a session more
than you did with the first statement?
One more, how about this?
Reflexology Works! Try it yourself, book a session now.
Call (xxx) xxx-xxxx!
There’s this post that Facebook occasionally shows me, it says something like “Hire Employees for
your business” and I oddly feel compelled to do so even though I have no need for employees at this
point. It’s crazy, but it always reminds me of how effective a good “call-to-action” can be.
The logical part of my brain tells me that providing compelling information should be enough to motivate someone, but people don’t act as logically as we think. It’s why using emotion in marketing messages is so effective. Similarly, just adding a statement that encourages action has been proven to get more
people to take action. It seems crazy, but it works. Try it for yourself and see if you get more responses
when you encourage your audience to take action.
I do have a few caveats though…
Not all calls-to-action are equal. Some are more effective than others. If you’re not seeing the results
you want, try changing it up a bit. Also, not every piece of marketing content should have a call-to-action.
Sometimes we just want to educate, inform, entertain, or connect and you don’t want to diminish those
goals with a sales pitch.
Good calls-to-action tend to be specific, “book a session” isn’t usually as effective at getting people to
act as saying “book your reflexology session.” In the second example, it helps them see themselves getting reflexology compared to the first one that’s more about the act of scheduling.
It’s also beneficial to make it as easy as possible to take action. Providing the phone number to call
with the call-to-action or including the link to your booking site works much better because the prospect
doesn’t have to do more work to find where to book, or what number to call, etc. It works for things like
getting testimonials too, if you give them the link to your Facebook page or Google My Business page it
helps. If you give them the link to the exact spot they need to be to write a review, it’s even better.
Take a moment now and think about where you can encourage action, be it booking a session, commenting on your social media post, or joining your email list. Then think about how to make it as easy as
possible and what wording can get you even more responses.
If interested in learning more, contact Kassy Killey at OnPoint Holistic Marketing,
kassy@onpointholisticmarketing.com or (309) 472-1015.

Reflexology Course Review:
Traditional Thai Reflexology
Kathy Duvall, NBCR, (GA)

All ten of us eager attendees agreed it had
been a wonderful way to spend three days as we
packed up our towels, shea butter and notes from
the Traditional Thai Reflexology course, taught by
Karen Ball, this past weekend. Of course our feet
felt fabulous after practicing what we had learned on
each other; but we were also invigorated by the energy release we had all experienced from this powerful technique.

learned. The overall goal is to
balance the body and mind of
the receiver by stimulating the
flow of energy (Lom) throughout
the Sen Channels by stimulating
the reflexes of the feet and lower legs. These techniques include stretches, thumb walking and use of
a special wooden stick. A few of us had a difficult
time learning to hold the stick correctly so that it did
not slip, but Karen was in constant attendance helpTraditional Thai reflexology (Shivago Komaring us and guiding us with the correct hand positionpai Method) differs from Western approaches to reing. We made use of both massage beds and reflexflexology in that it has been practiced for centuries,
ology chairs during our training-with most of us prebefore people understood about nerves, zones, or
ferring to deliver the session on the massage bed
modern physiology as we know it today. It is based
for ease of practice with this technique. We all had
upon stimulating the flow of energy through Sen
to learn to move our bodies so that movement of
Lines which form a complex network throughout the
energy started first with our whole selves, rather
body. We learned that six of the main Sen Channels
than being ‘muscled by our strength,’ and thereby
are addressed in Thai reflexology as they pass
preventing repetitive strain injuries.
through the ankle joint. In Asian medical tradition the
feet and legs may be considered to be a “second
A small part of the Thai reflexology session
heart“ as they do valuable work in returning blood
involves moving and massaging the leg and knee
into the circulation. Sources of influence in Thai re- which benefit the circulation and Sen Line flow. But
flexology include Japanese Shiatsu, Chinese reflex- we recognized that this would not form part of our
ology, Chinese Tuina and Ayurvedic Yoga.
reflexology practice in Georgia, as we are governed
by strict laws of working only on hands and feet if
Traditional Thai reflexology follows a flowing
we do not have Massage Therapy Certification.
pattern of moves that lasts around an hour (when
However, we all felt that this would not detract from
done by a proficient practitioner- not yet by our
the experience we can provide our clients by using
group in training who kept running over time!) It is
the foot techniques alone. Some of us commented
not geared to addressing specific client issues or
that we felt a much stronger energy from our feet up
reflexes but will cover all of the Western reflex
our bodies with Thai reflexology than with Western
points within the movements and techniques
reflexology. We are all excited about taking our reflexology practice to another level. We
thank Karen for her wisdom in teaching us this system with kindness and
patience and would all recommend the
course for expanding your knowledge
and your reflexology practice.
Find more info at the
academyofancientreflexology.com.
L-R back row: Annette Bowman Schlabach,
Jennaveve St Clair, Janice Healy, Karen Ball,
Lissette Perry, Kathy Duvall
L-R Front Row: Jean Glickman, Sarah Eiler,
Rayann Larsen, Libby Gore. (Not pictured
attendee Maureen Callan)

Reflexions From the DAC Desk
What is the Delegate Assembly?

diane Wedge, Delegate Assembly Coordinator (MA)-“Portions of this article are reprinted
from the Delegate Assembly Manual with permission of the Reflexology Association of
America and as written by Christine Issel and Opal Knowles ©November 2007, Revised
by Delegate Assembly August 2012."
The Delegate Assembly, its procedures, structure, and operation are a work in progress,
and will be for years to come. This document is an introduction to the subject and the processes developed so far and
a guideline for future work. In answering some questions, it creates others which the Delegate Assembly will need to
address as it discovers the scope of its work and learns how to work most effectively. However, the most important
duty of a board, committee, or a delegate assembly is to create vision. Why? Before anything can be accomplished, it
must be envisioned and a plan created for implementation.
In May 1994 the American Reflexology Certification Board (ARCB) organized a national conference in Denver
to explore interest in forming a national membership organization. Though ARCB sponsored the gathering, the ultimate outcome of the conference was in the hands of the participants. As ARCB stepped back, a steering committee
(Janet Stetser of Maine, Janice Woehler of Missouri, and Robb Drury of California) came forward to work on suggested bylaws and a name for the formation of a national membership association. This work was presented at a follow-up
conference in St. Louis in May of 1995. The Reflexology Association of America (RAA) was founded with the adoption
of a set of bylaws that created an organization made up of individual members.
On May 17, 2004 a new set of bylaws was passed by the membership of RAA. The [RAA] bylaws call for an
affiliation between RAA and state associations and the formation of a representative delegate body to create a unified
professional field. The delegate body, with more hands to share in the work, would give the profession the ability to
carry out committee work that supports the members at large. With the affiliation of eight state associations, the first
delegate meeting was held in Providence, Rhode Island June 9-10, 2007. The states represented were: Arizona, California, Massachusetts, Maine, Maryland, North Carolina and Rhode Island. This organizational phase of development
of the representative assembly will last many years as ideas are received from the states and their delegates as to
how to implement this provision and create the structure through which it will effectively work.
Structure and Operation Of The Delegate Assembly
The Delegate Assembly represents state associations, non-affiliated states, and the reflexology profession to
RAA by way of its Board of Directors. The Assembly also has the responsibility of reporting back findings of the DA
and/or of the RAA Board to the state associations and non-affiliated states.
The order of business for the Assembly is to determine its sphere of influence within RAA and how it will be
structured and organized. Part of the structure of the Delegate Assembly and its duties shall be determined by the
RAA Bylaws and partly by tradition as it emerges over time. The RAA Board agrees that the Delegate Assembly
needs to define its focus based on needs as assessed by the Assembly.
Vision of the Delegate Assembly
The Delegate Assembly is a state representative body that collaborates with the RAA Board of Directors for the
advancement of the profession of reflexology.
Role of the Delegate Assembly
The role of the Delegate Assembly is to guide and share in the work of RAA by contributing ideas, knowledge,
skills, experiences, and insight while representing the concerns of the state associations and non-affiliated states and
the RAA Board of Directors, in accordance with the RAA [Bylaws]....
Definition of Delegate
A delegate is a person designated to act for or represent another or others; deputy; representative. A delegation
is a representative group with a specific mission.
RAA Delegates are state level representatives appointed by their state associations. The delegates represent
state associations, non-affiliated states and the reflexology profession.

Happy 25th Anniversary to the Reflexology Association of America!
(diane Wedge is the current Delegate Assembly Coordinator (DAC). She invites anyone interested in becoming a
national Delegate or who may have more questions about DA work and meetings to contact her at RAADelegateCoordinator@Reflexology-USA.org or dianeWedge.DAC@gmail.com).

ALASKA—AKRA
Mary Reimann, NBCR

In September of 2019 the Alaska Reflexology Association (AKRA) was pleased and honored to host the
International Council of Reflexologists (ICR) 17th Biennial Conference - The Gold Standard of Reflexology. For the
very first time we were also able to offer CEU's to the USA attendees. We planned the date of the conference to lead
us into the week of World Reflexology Week, which always falls on the last full week of September. The dates for the
next ICR Conference are September 16-19, 2021 and the location will be revealed later in my article!
Day 1 of the Conference--Thursday--is usually reserved for a daytrip around the area. This conference was
no exception. ICR planned a daytrip to drive a National Scenic Highway south to Girdwood to visit Alyeska Ski Resort
and a ride up the tram for the "Gold Standard" of views. Next it was on to the Crow Creek mine for exploring, gold
panning, and a delicious Salmon Bake in an old mining dining hall. Then back to the Sheraton Anchorage to get
ready for the Welcome Reception. We had the Mayor of Anchorage, Ethan Berkowitz, and one of our esteemed Legislators from Juneau, Chris Tuck, who keeps us informed of any massage takeover activity. They welcomed the attendees from all over the world. We were also serenaded by some students from our local Native Heritage Charter
School. It was a lovely event.
Day 2 was Friday and the beginning of the presentations. We heard from Lee Anthony Taylor, Marie France
Mueller, Sharon Stathis, and Susanne Lofgren. After presentations that day, there was a share room all set up, and a
great workshop hosted by Birgit Nagale for her #ICRPAWS Humanitarian project. She demonstrated a protocol she
has come up with to do on the face of dogs to help de-stress or calm the dogs. Marie France Mueller joined in as her
presentation was on Animal Reflexology. It was well attended and enjoyed by all. Then, if you wanted to get your creative side a whirl, there was scarf painting!
Saturday came with the usual morning yoga (Birgit offered chair yoga every morning to start your day off
well) which was followed by presentations and workshops. We had presentations by Leila Eriksen and Alison Rippin
with presentation/workshops by Vera Krijn and Phil Young/Morag Campbell. The Gala/Awards Ceremony (included in
your conference registration) ended the evening with Awards being presented, a delicious meal, followed by dancing
to a DJ and the ever popular photo booth getting lots of attention. I was honored to receive the Eunice Ingham award.
The awards were miniature gold pans in keeping with the Gold Standard theme!
Sunday featured speakers were Heinrike Bergmans and Geraldine Villeneuve followed by their workshops.
Closing ceremonies included the exiting of the flags from the 20 different countries represented. (see photo
below) It was a spectacular ending to a terrific conference and according to the surveys submitted, was enjoyed very
much by the delegates.
ence:

It was a full, educational, and informative conference and we are already making plans for our next confer-

Reflexology-Uniting in Health being held in Berlin, Germany on September 16-19, 2021 with WRW beginning
on Monday the 20th of September. Make plans now to attend an International Conference. You will be glad you did!
I also wanted to give a huge ‘Thank You’ to the AKRA Board of Directors: Marta Tuck, Mark Bell, Chloe Clark
-Berry, Diane Thompson, and Mary Mohlmann without whom none of this could have happened. They are continuing
to work hard on a plan to complete the Reflexology Path some of you were able to visit. Onward and upward!!!

FLORIDA—FAR
Karen Ball, LMT, NBCR

In response to requests from our member needs assessment survey last fall, FAR began 2020 with
the publication of its first quarterly newsletter. Editor Gail Lanning created a template that leads off with a
feature article, which in our inaugural issue focused on the RAA Conference in New Hampshire. Members
have been encouraged to contribute articles for the lead story, which will be followed by marketing tips, research results, and/or community outreach reports. An area of the newsletter will also highlight a FAR
member or an interview with a national or international leader in our field.
The beginning of the year also saw FAR’s first statewide full member meeting. Since we are such a
large state geographically, the Board decided the only feasible way to make it logistically possible for people to attend was to do through a video-conferencing platform. Although the turn-out was small, there was
representation from pretty well all areas of the state: south Florida, the west coast, east coast and central.
The primary topic of conversation dealt with ideas to grow our membership this year and continuing ways
to network regionally.
Members continued to hold regional Share events around the state this spring in northeast Florida,
west coast, central, south and east coast. The Shares are turning out to be a good way for reflexologists to
network face-to-face and to grow our membership.
As FAR approaches its first fiscal year-end and membership renewal, the Board continues to work
systematically on creating a strong structure for the Association and its future leaders. A Membership Drive
Policies and Procedures manual and a Nominations and Elections Policies and Procedures manual have
been written, with this year’s election being chaired by FAR Director, diane Wedge.

NEW HAMPSHIRE —RANH
Elizabeth Malone, NBCR

During our last executive committee meeting on February 5th, 2020:
Liz Malone stepped down as RANH President effective March 15, 2020.
Lise Grondin -Danault stepped up to take over as President of the organization.
Liz will remain as Vice President and mentor Lise in the new role.
Other discussion centered on preparation the RAA conference:



Affiliation with RAA - there remains unanswered questions from some members of the executive committee. Nikki Marshall volunteered to set up a ZOOM call with Cynthia Hill prior to the conference to get the answers.
 Michael St. Amour is making wooden key chains in the shape of feet to be included in “goodie bags” with RANH
logo. In exchange for his generous donation; RANH will pay fee for his vendor table.
 Michael will man his vendor table to sell other reflexology related items and a portion of table will be devoted to
promoting RANH.
 We have found a way for the entire Executive Board to attend the RAA Conference.
 Liz Malone and Stephanie Howland will coordinate the silent auction and bag raffle. Proceeds will go to RAA.
 We are looking into the possibility of establishing a Scholarship Fund within our Association.
 Alisha Hamm agreed to help Liz with coordination of a transportation spreadsheet for attendees.
 Alisha Hamm is running a Hand Reflexology Intro class at the end of March with Derry Center for Adult Studies
starting 3/25-4/15. https://derryadulted.sau10.org/enrichment-courses-and-registration.
 Alisha Hamm is beginning to form a Reflexology School in Southern NH for a 200-300 hour program.
 Judi Scalley has written an e-book available on Amazon, “Inner Calm, Stress Solutions for Women.”
 The Association will look into adding a discount for LaFuma chairs as a benefit of membership.
 Liz Malone and Andrea Montgomery will remain as members of the RANH Legislative Committee.
 Lise Grondin-Denault received her Mastery Certification from Dr. Manzanares.
 Stephanie Howland recently passed the ARCB certification exam and received her NH reflexology license.

MASSACHUSETTS—MAR
Kathleen Melvin, NBCR

Massachusetts Statehouse. Public Hearing for S.168, October 28, 2019.
From Left: Christine Issel; Elizabeth Shands; Kathleen Melvin; Cecilia Bennett; Laura Hanna.

MASSACHUSETTS
Legislation Reprieve

In MA, reflexology is currently exempt
from licensing under the state’s Massage
Law. But the 2019-2020 legislative session is
the 6th consecutive year MAR members have
had to jostle with attempts by the state to end
reflexology’s exemption and bring it under some
form of licensure.
We are happy to report that Senate Bill
168 ("S.168, An Act Regulating Bodyworks”)
has been “sent out to study” (stopped) as of
February 5, 2020, by the Joint Committee which
has been reviewing this bill. S.168 proposed
mandatory licensing of ALL alternative care modalities, purportedly “closing all loopholes” for
the practice of human trafficking. Our state association, the MAR, with considerable targeted
support from membership, has been very actively lobbying for significant word changes to
this bill, which was directly modeled after Massachusetts’ massage bill, implemented in 2006.
Not only did S.168 need substantial rewriting to accommodate reflexology’s needs but
MAR found both the design of the governing
board (even with a seat for Reflexology) and
mandatory licensing of ALL alternative modalities to be genuinely unworkable.
Going forward, MAR must decide if it
wants to wait for the next legislative move to license reflexology, or, join with a coalition comprised of the
American Organization of Bodywork Therapies of Asia; Medical Qi-Gong; and Biodynamic Cranial Sacral
Therapy.
That coalition has completed a draft bill proposing licensing for their disciplines by linking together
the separate statements of what each group needs in a licensing process. MAR must decide if it wants to
move into licensing by accepting the invitation to join this bill-writing coalition. There is a desire in the coalition members to seek the formation of a completely separate governing board. It is not known yet how
feasible a separate governing board might be.
MAR would like to express our extreme gratitude to Christine Issel for her shared wisdom; her fast
responses in times of stress and time pressure; her professionalism and teaching of same; her sense of
humor and perspective; her personal dedication to reflexology and to the success of all of our state organizations. She has scaled down the terrifying into trepidations and then the trepidations into the wholly possible. Thank you, Christine.

North Carolina is looking forward to their upcoming exciting workshop being held in Salisbury,
NC. It is entitled, “Reflexology - The Brain Gut Axis: What Happens in Vagus” presented by Cyndi Hill and
will earn attendees 14 ARCB CEs.
It promises to be a fantastic workshop by presenting research on the vagus nerve and its importance, and how it is reflected on the feet & hands, and how to access it with reflexology. Bring your
feet and join us! - May 30 and 31, 2020; 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. each day
You must be a Certified Reflexologist to attend. The Cost: $295 for members of any reflexology
state association and $355 for non members. The deadline for early registration is May 7, 2020. After the
deadline the cost is $325 for members and $375 for non membership. For more information contact:
Cyndi Hill, at The Academy of Reflective Wellness: Cyndihill@att.net.

OHIO—RAO
Karen Kirts gave an hour talk at the Marion, Ohio Senior Center at their February bi-weekly “Food
for Thought” luncheon. She passed around small hand-held items that showed the reflex maps for the
hands and feet, and had posters showing the enlarged versions. She encouraged everyone to work on
their own hands and many found tender spots as they reflexed their hands. Then she demonstrated foot
reflexology on a lucky volunteer who had never had reflexology. Everyone asked questions and said they
enjoyed the presentation.

PENNSYLVANIA—PRO

Jeffrey Bishop, certified Thai Foot Reflexology practitioner
RESEARCH UPDATE on ‘The correlation of specific foot creases and the diagnosis of a congenital
heart defect.’
This is a PILOT STUDY only and NOT to be used until the final results are released.
February 20, 2020, we had a summary meeting about the pilot research project on foot creases and
congenital heart defects. The year-long pilot was conducted by The College of New Jersey, School of Nursing, Health and Exercise Science, Dr. Kenner, Dean.
The pilot project had two objectives:

— To determine if children or adults who have been diagnosed with any form of Congenital Heart
defects have a certain crease pattern on their foot in a V shape.
— To determine the specific types of congenital heart defects in people who have the distinct V
shape creases on their feet.
The researchers determined a significant correlation
between the V shaped creases and a diagnosis of a congenital heart defect. The researchers are planning to modify recording questionnaire, changing of photographs, reporting/recording methods, how participants engage in the
research study and understand how to report the data.
The researchers are now planning to expand the
study nationally and globally with new procedures in place.
The expanded research will continue for another year.
I will keep the RAA updated.

RHODE ISLAND—RARI
Barbara Hodson, NBCR

We wanted to highlight the new definition of reflexology at our February membership meeting. With a
little bit of creativity we came up with several ways to get the word out there to practitioners and clients!
And, we sent some lucky members home with the results.

Promote discussion and create visibility

Here are a few ways to promote reflexology, our state and national organizations and websites and
your business cards and websites. (see examples on left below.)
— Tabletop displays at large group meetings – your State Logo and website
— Your business card holder with new definition on photo paper behind the cards
— Small poster on photo paper for bulletin board – attach your own card
Sent in by Dawn Franceschini, NBCR, and Nancy Bartlett, NBCR

On February 1, 2020 RARI sponsored a cadaver study at the University
of Rhode Island. Our own Dalia Pucci coordinated this wonderful program and
together with Dr. John McLinden and his graduate students gave an excellent
presentation before, during and after the lab portion. There is nothing like seeing the human body in this way and it certainly helped each of us appreciate
the intricacies and beauty of how we are constructed. Witnessing internally
what we work on externally further cemented our belief in what we practice and
the effect on our clients.
We had reflexologists in the group as well as nurses, massage therapists, a student who aspires to be a pathologist and a mechanical engineer.
Some of our colleagues from Maine joined us and it was wonderful meeting
and collaborating with them. Stay tuned for next year’s edition and join us for a
great learning opportunity.
Attendees (below) rated this experience as excellent and would return.
First row L to R: Karen Gorden, Stephanie Mills, Constance Hubley
Second row L to R: Vincent Montanaro, Michelle Litchfield,
Third row L to R: Dawn Franceschini, Edward Coughlan, Jean Carrillo,
Susan Miller
Fourth row L to R: Krista Carlton, Wendy Murrell, Dalia Pucci, Dr. John
McLinden, Wendy Lewis

YOUR NAME

State

School Name

Email

Website

Phone

CA

American Academy of Reflexology

aareflex@aol.com

FL

Academy of Ancient Reflexology

Admin
academyofancientreflexology.com
@academyofancientreflexology.com

(904) 553-4067

classes@lauranorman.com

lauranorman.com

(561) 272-1220

edu@TheStoneInstitute.org

thestoneinstitute.org

(636) 724-8686

FL, NY, MA Laura Norman Reflexology

Americanacademyofreflexology.com (818) 841-7741

MO

The Stone Institute

NC

The Academy of Reflective Wellness CyndiHill@att.net

theacademyofreflectivewellness.
blogspot.com

(704) 636-4153

OH

Reflexology Certification Institute

Debbie@ReflexologyCenter.com

reflexologycenter.com

(614) 565-1047

OR

Jill Fox Healing Arts

jill@jillfoxhealing.com

jillfoxhealing.com

(541) 261-4204

PA

Brauer Institute for Holistic Medicine
Reflexology

dorit@doritbrauer.com

www.brauerinstitute.com

(412) 489-5100

WA

Seattle Reflexology

Lois.E.Hensell@gmail.com

Seattle-Reflexology.com

(206) 284-8389

WI

Ray of Hope Academy

ROHES2011@gmail.com

rayofhopereflexology.com

(414) 436-4673

To receive your magazines and your referrals, be sure to go online
regularly to check that your RAA information is current.
You are also able to pay your dues online.

State

Business Name

Email

Website

Phone

CO

Golden Flower Health Clinic

Goldenflowerhealthclinic@gmail.com www.GoldenFlowerPueblo.com (719) 676-2245

GB

Sue Ricks

office@suericks.com

www.suericks.com

44 (150) 921-4373

PRESIDENTS CIRCLE
Mark your calendars now!
On behalf of the RAA President, Debbie Hitt and the RAA Affiliation Chair,
Cyndi Hill, we would like to invite the Presidents to attend the State Association
Presidents teleconference meetings scheduled for the following dates.
The purpose of the meetings is to have an open forum of sharing of ideas,
areas of assistance; i.e., 501c6 vs 501c3, taxes, etc.
We would love to have you join us! Reach out to Cyndi Hill for more
detailed information at cyndihill@reflexology-usa.org.

Every two months on the Third Sunday at 8 pm ET.
Apr 19, 2020 08:00 PM

Feb 21, 2021 08:00 PM

Jun 21, 2020 08:00 PM

Apr 18, 2021 08:00 PM

Aug 16, 2020 08:00 PM

Jun 20, 2021 08:00 PM

Oct 18, 2020 08:00 PM

Aug 15, 2021 08:00 PM

Dec 20, 2020 08:00 PM

IMPORTANT RAA EMAIL CONTACTS
Information - InfoRAA@reflexology-usa.org
President - RAAPres@reflexology-usa.org
Vice President - RAAVP@reflexology-usa.org
Treasurer - RAATreasurer@reflexology-usa.org
State Affiliation - RAAaffiliationChair@reflexology-usa.org
Public Relations - RAAPublicRelations@reflexology-usa.org
Conference/Events - RAAEvents@reflexology-usa.org
Membership - RAAMembershipChair@reflexology-usa.org
Education - RAAEducationChair@reflexology-usa.org
Legislation - RAALegislationChair@reflexology-usa.org
Website - RAAWebsiteChair@reflexology-usa.org
Magazine - RAAMagazineEditor@reflexology-usa.org
Ethics and Grievances - RAAEthicsandGrievance@reflexology-usa.org
Delegate Assembly Coordinator - RAADelegateCoordinator@reflexology-usa.org
Bookkeeper - RAABookkeeper@reflexology-usa.org

“Reflexology - The Brain Gut Axis:
What Happens in Vagus”
NCRA presents— Cyndi Hill
14 ARCB CEs

May 30—31, 2020; 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

A workshop presenting research
on the vagus nerve and its
importance, and how it is
reflected on the feet & hands and
how to access it with reflexology.
Must be a Certified Reflexologist.

$295 - members of a state reflexology assoc.

$355 for non-members
Deadline for registration: May 7, 2020
After deadline: $325 for members;
$375 for non-membership
Contact: Cyndi Hill at
Cyndihill@att.net.

RARI ANNOUNCES
JUNE WORKSHOP

Ray of Hope Educational Services, LLC
d/b/a

RAY OF HOPE ACADEMY

P.O. Box 161, Belgium, WI 53004

Sam Belyea Workshop
(www.footwhisperer.com)
On June 6, 2020, Sam Belyea - a leading
Foot Reading expert, speaker, & reflexology
instructor, who built his brand decoding the
messages found in the feet, will be giving a
workshop in R.I. 7 CEUs. For more information, check the RARI website at
(www.reflexologyRI.com) under Events.

(414) 436-4673 (HOPE)

ROHES2011@gmail.com
RAA Member School #5498
ARCB CEU Provider #P00157
A Training Clinic for Reflexology and other Natural Therapies .

Published by:
Reflexology Association of America
1809 Rutledge, Madison, WI 53704-5542
InfoRAA@reflexology-usa.org

*
*How to Relieve Chronic Foot Pain*
*Traditional Thai Reflexology*
*The Hidden Messengers: How the Endocrines, Chakras & Elements
Communicate to Control YOUR Health*
*Say Goodbye to Headaches*

MORE ONLINE!

